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I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of separation of a power series into its even and odd terms,
exhibited by the elementary identity
00 00 00
(I) 2 (/)(n)= 2 (/)(2n)+ 2 (/)(2n+ 1),
.. -0 .. -0 .. -0
is at least as old as the series themselves. Indeed, when (1) is applied to
the generalized hypergeometric series
(2)
where, as usual, (A)"= r(A +n)jrCA), we are led rather immediately to the
elegant result:
IF [
<Xl, .... <Xp; ] - F [!<Xl, !<XI +!, ... , !<Xp, !<Xp+!; z2 ]
p q f3 f3 . z - 2p 2q+l ~ ~f3 ~f3 ~ ~f1 If3 1·~1.···, q, ~.~ 1,~ l+~....,~ q,~ q+2-' 4 p+q
(3)
<Xl.·· <Xp F [!<X1+!. !<Xl+ 1, .... !<Xp+!. !<Xp+l; Z2 ]+ z--- 2p 2q+1 --f31 ... f3q i,!/h+!,!f31+1, ... ,!f3q+!.!f3q+l; 41- p+q ,
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where, for convergence, p?,q and [z] <00, or p=q+ 1 and [z] < 1, it being
assumed that
(4) PrpO, -1, -2, ... , YjE{I, ... ,q}.
The history of the series identity (3) is remarkably fascinating. It was
given in 1954 by T. M. :MacRobert [8, p. 95, Eq. (8)] in terms of his E-
function which is defined, when p?,q+ 1, by
(5) lE(p; IX1, , IXp: q; Pi, ... , P'1: z)F(IX1) F(IXp) F [ IX1' , IXp; IJ= F(P1) F(P'1) p a pi, , P'1; - Z '
where »<« and 0< [z] <00, or p=q+ 1 and Izi > 1. MacRobert's result
[loco cit.] may be recalled here in the corrected (and slightly modified) form:
E(p; IX1, ..., IXp: q; /11, ..., /1q: z e±in)= 2" (Vn)l-P+Q
(6)
.[2'1- p E (2P; !IXi, !IX1 +!, ..., !IXp, !IXp +!:
2q + 1; 1, !P1, !P1+!, ..., !P'1' !P'1+!: 41-p+Q Z2 e±in)
+ ;z E (2P; ! IX1 +!, ! IX1 + 1, ... , !IXp+!, !IXp+ 1:
2q+ 1; I, 1/11 +1, !/11 + 1, ... , !/1q+l, !/1q+1: 41-p+Q z2 e±in)J'
where, for convenience,
II q
(7) (2= ! O<j- ! Pi.
;=1 t-1
Evidently, in view of (5), MacRobert's formula (6) is the same as (3) under
the conditions stated with (3).
Ever since over a decade after the publication of MacRobert's paper
[8], the hypergeometric series identity (3) has been rediscovered a number
of times. For instance, it was published in 1966 by H. M. Srivastava *
[I5, p. 763], in 1969 by G. E. Barr [2, p. 591, Eq. (1)], in 1970 by B. C.
Carlson [4, p. 234, Eq. (10)], and in 1974 by H. L. Manocha [10, p. 43,
Eq. (3)]. Quite recently, it has been claimed as a "new" result by B. L.
* Notice that the second term on the right-hand side of (3) was missing in Srivastava's
paper [15, p. 763]; in fact, it was subsequently pointed out by Barr [2, p. 592}.
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Sharma [14, p. 95, Eq. (1)] who apparently rederived it in his supposedly
earlier paper [13] which, in fact, has just appeared. {See also [14], p. 99,
Line 6.} Except Carlson [4] who did (after having completed the revision
of his paper) attribute (3) to MacRobert [8], and possibly Barr [2] whose
work was indeed motivated by Srivastava's paper [15], these authors do
not exhibit their familiarity with the available literature on the hyper-
geometric series identity (3). The main object of the present note is to
show how this extraordinarily useful identity (3) can be generalized in a
number of different directions. We also apply one of these generalizations
to the problem of evaluation of an interesting infinite integral involving
the product of two generalized hypergeometric functions and a modified
Bessel function of the second kind (or a certain special G-function of
Meijer).
2. GENERALIZATIONS INVOLVING HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES
It is easily verified that the elementary identity (1) is contained in the
following general result:
00 N-l 00'
(8) 2 ~(n)= 2 2 ~(nN+j),
A-a ;-0 A-O
r(z+jjm),
(9)
where N is an arbitrary positive integer. As a matter of fact, (1) follows
immediately from (8) in the special case when N = 2, and since (8) holds
true also in the trivial case N = I, one could possibly construct a proof
of (8) by induction on N. Alternatively, however, the validity of (8) can
be established fairly simply by expanding its right-hand side.
By Gauss's multiplication theorem for the r-function, viz (see, for
example, [5], Vol. T, p. 4, Eq. (II»
lr(mz) = (2n)ii l - Ia) m"u - i mil;-0Vm E {1, 2,3, ...},
we have
(10) (mn+j)!=j!mmA IT (j+k)
i-I m n
and
(11) (l)mll=mmn fr (A+j-1) ,
,-I m ,.
where n is a nonnegative integer.
Thus the definition (2) in conjunction with (8), (10) and (11) yields the
desired generalization of (3) given by
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(12) Ll [lXl, ...,lXp; ] _ N~l (lX1)j ... (lXp)j zipl'q . Z - k "':"'jth, ..., {3q, ;-0 ({31)j .. , ({3q)j J.
F [ L1(N; lX1 +j), "', L1(N; lXp+j);
'Np Nq+N-1 L1*(N;j+l),L1(N;{31+j), ... ,L1(N;{3q+j);
ZN ]N(l p+q)N '
which holds true under the same conditions as those of (3). For the sake
of brevity, here (and in what follows) we find it convenient to use the
symbol L1(N;)') to denote the array of N parameters
). ).+1 ).+N-l
N' N"'" N ' N;;;;'I,
and the asterisk in L1*(N;j+ 1) represents the fact that the (denominator)
parameter NIN is always omitted, O~j~N-1, so that the set L1*(N;j + 1)
obviously contains only N - 1 parameters.
For N = 2, (12) evidently reduces at once to (3), and its special case
when N =- 3 may be written in the form:
Z3 ]
91- p+'l '
(13) F [lXl, ...,lXp; ] 1i' [ L1(3; lX1), ... , L1(3; lXp); z3 ]p 'I {3 (3 Z =3p-L' 3'1+2 1 a ,1(3 (3) "'(3 (3) 91-p+q1, ... , 'I; "3"' "3"' LJ ; 1, ... , LJ ; 'I;
lXl ... lXp F [ L1(3; lX1+ 1), ,L1(3;lXp+l); Z3 ]
+ {31 •.. {3q Z 3p 3'1+2 t, t, L1(3; (31 + 1), , L1(3; (3q+ 1); 91-p+q
lX1(lX1 + 1) lXp(lXp+ 1) Z2
+ (31({31 + 1) (3q({3q+ 1) 2!
pF [ L1(3; lX1+ 2), ,L1(3;lXp+2);
'3 3'1+2 t,!,L1(3;th+ 2), ,L1(3;{3q+2);
which docs not seem to have been given in the literature.
We remark in passing that (12) can also be deduced using (5) from
another result due to MacRobert [9, p. 759, Eq. (2)], involving his E-
function, and that its special case when p = q- 1 = 0 was given by F. M.
Ragab [II, p. 394, Eq. (10)].
3. GENERALIZATIONS INVOLVING G AND H FUNCTIONS
In terms of the Meijer G-function (c/., e.q., [5], Vol. I, p. 207 et seq.),
the following identity is reasonably well known:
(14)
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where, for convenience,
(15) Q=m+n-!(p+q), W= 1+!(P-q)-e,
e being defined by (7).
The identity (14) is given, among other places, in the very first volume
of the Bateman Manuscript Project edited by Erdelyi et al. [5, Vol. I,
p. 209, Eq. (10)] who did indeed indicate the possibility of generalizing
(14) by appealing to (9) instead of Legendre's duplication formula for the
r-function [op. cit., p. 5, Eq. (15)]. This obviously well-conceived generali-
zation of (14) was subsequently derived by R. K. Saxena [12, p. 401, Eq.
(7)] in the form:
(16)
G'::t (zI<XI, , <Xp) =Nm (2n)(l-NlOfh, , Pa
• GmN.nN (NN(p-a) ZNI L1(N; <XI), , L1(N; <xp))
pN.tlN L1(N; PI), , L1(N; Pa) ,
where, as before, N is an arbitrary positive integer, and Q and ware
given by (15).
Evidently, in view of the known results [5, Vol. I, p. 208, Eq. (5);
p. 215, Eq. (I) and Eq. (2)], relating Meijer's G-function with the gener-
alized hypergeometric functions and MacRobert's E-function, the identities
(14) and (16) can be shown to reduce eventually to the formulas (3) and
(12) {or (6) and [9, p. 759, Eq. (2m, respectively.
It may be of interest to record here a rather straightforward generali-
zation of (16) in terms of the H-function of C. Fox [6, p. 408], which is
defined (in the slightly modified form) by
(17)
where !l' is a suitable contour of the Mellin-Barnes type, AI, ... , A p and
BI , "', Ba are positive real numbers, and (as one of several alternative
sets of conditions under which the H-function makes sense) either
f p
(18) 15 = ! Bj- ! Aj>O and z#O,
;-1 ;-1
or
(19) 15= 0 and 0< Izj<R,
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(22)
where
s> 'l(20) R= IT (Aj)-AI IT (Bj)BI.
1-1 1-1
Indeed, by applying (9) to the definition (17), we readily have
~ H"'." [zI(lX1, A 1 ) , , •• , (lXp, A p )] = NOl(2n)U-NIDS>,'l ({h, B1) , ••• , ({3q, Bq)(21) . H",N."N [N-N~ ZNI{L1(N; lX1), A 1} , ••• , {L1(N; lXp), A p } ]s>N.'lN {L1(N; {31), B1}, .. " {L1(N; {3q), Bq} ,
\
where <5 is given by (18), Q and t» by (15), and (for the sake of convenience)
the symbol {L1(N; }.), O} abbreviates the N parameter pairs:
(~,O), C;l,O), .",C+~-I,O), N~I, 0>0.
It is fairly easy to observe that the H-function would reduce to the
G-function in the trivial cases when Aj=Bt=O, 0>0, j = 1, ... , P and
k= I, . '" q, since the definition (17) readily yields the relationship
H:''l'' [zI(lXl, 0), ... , (lXp, 0)]
• ({31, 0), "., ({3q, 0)
= 0-1 G':,'q" (Zl/C IlX1, , lXP), 0> 0,{31, , {3q
or when the A's and B'e are (positive) rational numbers. Thus (21) can
be reduced immediately to the relatively more familiar form (16), and
indeed also to an interesting analogue of (12) involving Wright's generali-
zation (ct. [5], Vol. I, p. 183) of the hypergeometric function pFq[z]. It
should be remarked here that the H-function identity (21) is derivable
also from a known result due to K. C. Gupta and U. C. Jain [7, p. 596,
Eq. (2.5)] by a rather elementary change of the variable in the (Mellin-
Barnes) contour integral representing the second member of their result.
4. EXTENSIONS IN SEVERAL VARIABLES
The method of derivation of the identities (16) and (21), using Gauss's
multiplication theorem (9), can be applied mutatis mutandis to obtain the
corresponding results for G and H functions of two and more complex
variables, and we content ourselves by leaving the details as an exercise
to the interested reader,
In order to derive generalizations of (12) in terms of hypergeometric
functions of two and more variables, however, one can appeal to such
series identities as
00 M-l N-l 00
(23) ~ 'P(m, n)= ~ ~ ~ 'P(mM +j, nN +k),
",."-0 ;-0 10-0 .... "-0
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or more generally,
(24)
00 Ml-l M,-1
! e(ml, ... , m,)= ! ... !
ml.···. m,-O 11-0 1,-0
00
! e(mIM I +j 1, ... ,m,Mr+jr),
ml·· ..·m,-O
where M, N, and MI , "', M r, r~2, are arbitrary positive integers, it being
naturally understood that the resulting multiple hypergeometric function
identities will be much more involved than (12). {For a (double) hyper-
geometric-function analogue of the series identity (23), when M = N = 2
and 'P(m, n) are suitably specialized, see the main result in [13, p. 145,
Eq. (2)].}
5. AN INTERESTING APPLICATION
Consider the infinite integral
l]l (x Y z) = ooJ tll- 1 F [lXI, ... ,lXp; xt21!m]m." , , P q {3 {3 .(25) 0 1, ... , q,. K.(zt) dt, rFB [1'1' ,'Yr: Yt21!n](}l, , (}B,
where 1, m and n are arbitrary positive integers, K.(z) is the modified
Bessel function of the second kind, and, for convergence, p~q, r~8, and
(26) Re (u» IRe (v)/, Re(z»O.
For l=m=n, the integral (25) can, of course, be evaluated fairly readily
by applying the known result [5, Vol. II, p. 51, Eq. (27)]. However, in
cases when the positive integers m and n are not necessarily equal to 1,
we must first expand each of the hypergeometric functions involved in
(25) by appealing to the identity (12). Making use of the aforementioned
Bessel function formula [loco cit.], we thus find that
(27) ]I ( ) = 21l - 2 m:f "f (lXI)j (lXp)j ('YI)k ('Yr)k
m," x, y, Z Zll 1-0 1:-0 ({3I)j ({3q)l (}l)k (}B)k
[X(!Z)-21!mr[y( !Z)-21!1I]k
j! k!
.r[!/l+!v+1U/m+ kin)] r[!/l-!v+ lu/m+k/n)]
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L1(m; lXI +j), ... , L1(m; lXp+j);
L1*(m;j+ 1), L1(m; (h +j), ... , L1(m; pq +j);
J(n; y, +k)• ...• J(n; y,+k); ('if. (¥),J,
L1*(n;k+I),L1(n;15I+k), ... ,L1(n;15,+k); 'TJ
where, for convenience,
(28) (
Z)21/m~=ml-p+q 21 ' (
z )21/n
'TJ=nl-r+l 21 '
and Ff:::;\~ denotes the generalized (Kampe de Feriet's) double hyper-
geometric function (ct. [1], p. 150) in the (modified) notation of J. L.
Burchnall and T. W. Chaundy [3, p. 112].
The integral formula (27) holds true under the conditions given by (26)
provided that
(29) m(I-p+q»21 and n(I-r+8»21, 1,m,n~I;
(31)
indeed, it remains valid also when
(30) m(I-p+q)=21 and n(I-r+8)=21,
provided that, in addition to (26), we require that
Izi > 21 CX~/21 + !YI:f2l).
We need hardly mention that, by using a similar analysis, our integral
formula (27) can readily be generalized to include the product of an
arbitrary number of hypergeometric functions in its integrand.
6. FURTHER EXTENSIONS AND PARTICULAR CASES
Two special cases of the integral formula (27) are worthy of note here.
For m=n= 1, each of the series on the right-hand side of (27) would
evidently reduce to its first term, and (if we further set 1= 1) we obtain
the elegant result (ct. [15], p. 762, Eq. (2.1))
J1 (2 2 2 )_ F(!/L+!v) Fall-!v)
1.1 x ,Y, z - 4zP
(32) [!~+ V ) , !~-v): lXI, ••• , lXp; 1'1, ... , rr; x2 Y2J.F];!..;~ - -v Z2'Z2 '
------ : PI, "', pq; <51 , ... , <5,;
which holds under the conditions in (26) whenever p<q-I and r<8-I,
and also when p=q-I and r=8-I provided, in addition to (26), that
Jzl > Ixl + lyJ·
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Next we consider a special case of (27) when 1= 1 and m =n= 2. Assuming
that the parameter 2/2 is always omitted from the sets L1 *(2; j +1) and
L1*(2; k+ 1), O~j, k~ 1, we have
(33) J1 ( ) _ 21'-2 ~ (IXI)! ... (lXp)j(YI)1I: •.. (Yr)1I: (2xlz)J (2y/z)1I:22 X, y, Z - - k ({3) ({3 ) (Jl ) (Jl ) -.-,- --k-'-
• ZIJ 1.11:-0 I ! ... 11 ! vI 11: ••• V6 11: J. .
. r[!(u+v+j+k)] r[!(It-v+j+k)]
[
! (u+V+j + k), !(It-v+j+k):
. F~~2a;b...;r
!(IXI +j), !(IXI +j+ 1), , !(lXp+j), !(lXp+j+ 1);
L1*(2;j+ 1), !({31 +j), !({31 +j+ 1), , !({3Il+j), !({3Il+j+ 1);
!(YI +j), !(YI +j+ 1), , !(Yr+j), !(Yr+j+ 1);
L1*(2; k+ 1), !(<51 +j), !(<51 +j+ 1), , !(<56+j), !(<56+j+ 1);
x2 y2 ]
41l-p Z2' 46-r Z2 '
where the conditions given by (26) are satisfied for p<q and r «:s, and
when p=q and r=s we require, in addition to (26), that /z/ > Ixl + Iyl.
Evidently, this last integral formula (33) would correspond to the
corrected version of our earlier result [15, p. 762, Eq. (1.2)] which was,
of course, given subsequently by Barr [2, p. 592, Eq. (2)].
When n=O, the G-function appearing on the left-hand side of (14)
reduces, for various special choices of m, p and q, not only to the modified
Bessel function K.(z), but also to such other useful functions as the Bessel
functions J.(z) and Y.(z), and the Whittaker functions M".IJ(z) and W".p(z),
and to their products like I.(z)J.(z), J.(z) Y.(z), J.(z)K.(z), KIJ(z)K.(z),
W",IJ(z)W -".IJ(z), and so on. {See, for details, [5], Vol. I, pp. 216--222.}
Moreover, for p<q, m>t(p+q) and [arg (z)1 < [m-!(p+q)]n, the analytic
function G':.'~(z) vanishes exponentially as [z] -+ 00. Thus, from the defining
relation [op. cit., p. 207, Eq. (1)], we have the familiar result
(34)
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where, for convergence,
l O~v<w, 1~u~w, C= u-l(v+w»O, [arg (z)1 <Cn,(35) z,60, and Re (,u» - min {Re (aj)}.1::0;:;;..
Assuming each of the conditions given by (35) to hold true, we apply
our hypergeometric function identity (12) once again, together with the
integral formula (34), to obtain the following generalization of (27):
j tl'-1 -r, [(Xl, , (Xp.; xt1/m] .r, [Yl, , Yr: ytlln]
o {Jr, , P'l' ~l, , ~a,
. G::~ (ztl el, , ev ) dt
aI, , aw
= _I' mf "f «(Xl)j «(Xp)j(Yl),: (Yr)k (xz-llm)j (yz-Iln)k
Z i-O 11-0 (Pl)j (P'l)j(!5l)k (!5ah: j! k!
..IT r[,u+ah+1(jfm+kfn)]
II-I
~ ~IT r[I-,u- ah-1(jfm+kfn)] IT r[,u+eh+ l(jfm+kfn)](36) 11-..+1 II-I
. F:I':'JIIIl+m~ff",+,,~
[
,1[1; ,u+al +l(jfm+kfn)], , ,1[1; ,u+aw+1(jfm+kfn)]:
,1[1; ,u+el +l(jfm+kfn)], , ,1[1; ,u+ev+1(jfm+kfn)]:
,1(m; (Xl +j), , ,1(m; (Xp+j);
,1*(m;j+ 1), ,1(m; PI +j), , ,1(m; P'l+j);
,1(n;Yl+k), ,,1(n;Yr+ k);
,1*(n; k+ 1), ,1(n; ~l+k), ... , ,1(n; !5s+k);
where, for convenience,
(37) ~ X = (_I)(w-u)llm l-(w-v)l/m ml-p+'l zl/m,I Y = (_I)(W-u)l/n l-(w-v)I/" nl-r+s zl/n,
and 1, m and n are positive integers such that
(38) m(l-p+q)~(w-v)l and n(l-r+s);S;(w-v)l;
with each equality we require, in addition to (35), that
(39)
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(
IX1m/(W-Vll IYln/(w-v)l)Izjl/(w-V) > 1 + .
m n
In view of the well-known relationship [5, Vol. I, p. 219, Eq. (47)],
with ft = 0, our integral formula (27) can obviously be deduced from this
last result (36) by first replacing t by t2, Z by z2f4, and ft by 1ft, and then
setting u=w=2, v=O, O'l=!V, and 0'2= -tv. On the other hand, similar
applications of the known identities [op. cit., p. 221, Eq. (62) and Eq. (66)]
in (36) will readily yield the integrals involving the hypergeometric
function products with Jv(zt)Kv(zt) and Kv(zt)K",(zt), respectively, which
were evaluated earlier by Barr [2, p. 594].
We should like to conclude by remarking that a further generalization
of our last result (36) to hold for the product of three or more hypergeo-
metric functions (or, more generally, for the generalized hypergeometric
function of several complex variables) is imminently straightforward.
Such infinite integrals as (27) and (36) can indeed be evaluated relatively
easily in terms of G and H functions of several complex variables even
in cases when the integrands also contain these classes of functions.
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